The instructors consist of a small dedicated corps of former military surveillance operators with Special Mission Unit and Special Operations Force backgrounds. The instructors have on-the-ground experience in combat planning and execution of surveillance operations.

Paragon demonstrates to clients the integration of technical surveillance solutions into actual realistic training and real-world applications.

Paragon teaches comprehensive courses in many of the primary disciplines of Technical and Physical Surveillance, to include Audio, Video, Concealment, Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) Manipulation, Close Target Reconnaissance, Tagging Tracking & Locating (TTL), Covert Surveillance, Counter Surveillance, and Surveillance Detection.
Courses range from basic to advanced in a variety of subjects. Additional training subjects can be conducted through our strategic partner (ETS).

Training Options:

On-Site Training — Our parent Fayetteville, NC location with 24,000 sq. ft. or at our strategic partner’s (ETS) location in Mooresville, NC with 20,000 sq. ft.

Off-Site Training — We offer cost effective options of bringing the instruction to you.

Customized Training — If our standard course offerings do not fulfill your specialized needs, Paragon can develop a set of courses tailored specifically to you.

Core Competencies

Training:
Paragon provides six-levels of comprehensive courses specializing in Technical & Physical Surveillance Training. Contact us for pricing and information.

Sub-Contracting:
Paragon provides sub-contracting services in support of large contract initiatives.

Consulting Services:
Paragon possesses the expertise, creativity, and contacts to make concepts a reality.

Specialized Services:
- Fixed & Rotary Wing Aircraft Support
- Program of Instruction (POI) Development
- Onsite Scenario Training
- Tagging, Tracking & Locating (TTL) Exercises
- Technical Surveillance Full-Mission-Profile (FMP) Exercises
- Basic & Advanced COTS Manipulation Courses
- Physical Surveillance
- Close Target Reconnaissance Training
- Specialized Tools & Capability Kits
- Field Operations (Red Cell)
- TTP Development

Teaming Partners
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